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Are Your Origination Credit Policies Forcing Talented Lawyers to Leave?

Is your firm lamenting the loss of promising talent who are being picked off by other firms or leaving to
work for clients? Since talent defections can have serious effects, I am always interested to hear how firms
analyze lost talent. I have been surprised lately to hear several stories that seem like a throwback to an
older era. In the old days, most firms handled client origination credit in a simple fashion. Whoever brought
in a client “owned” the client, usually for as long as the client did business with the firm. As law firms got
bigger and more complex, law firm compensation systems have also evolved. Firms still highly reward
lawyers who attract new clients, but compensation systems recognize the contribution of other key players
who do the work or expand the client relationship to new types of work or different geographies.

It has been a surprise to hear about firms which still use rigid rules for assigning origination credit or leave
discretion for assigning origination credit to individuals without much oversight. For example, some firms
still have policies in which origination credit remains assigned to whichever lawyer or lawyers first opened a
matter for that client. If another lawyer in a different practice group or a different office brings in work
through quite different sources, the origination credit still belongs to the initial lawyer. Lawyers responsible
for the new originations may have to move to a new firm to be recognized for these client relationships.
When the initial rainmakers are encouraged, but not required, to share credit with others in the firm, the
result may be the same. A later rainmaker can either do battle with the entrenched rainmakers or move on
to another firm and compete head-to-head for the clients.

Even in firms which spread origination credit around more freely, there are surprising scenarios. To fend off
competition from other firm lawyers, client relationship partners are sometimes thwarting client contact by
lower-level lawyers. For example, equity partners at one major firm prevented non-equity partners from
socializing with clients to prevent them from forming personal relationships which they could use to claim a
piece of the origination credit for new work.

In many situations, these issues get worked out informally. Some firms have formal mechanisms to address
conflicts over origination credit. But having to fight to achieve a fair share often triggers lateral moves.
When the issues do not get resolved and lawyers do not see a future in which they are compensated for
expanding the pie, those lawyers are susceptible to offers from other firms.

Example: A firm prided itself on having a culture which emphasized collaboration among lawyers
throughout the firm. Lawyers were encouraged to pitch clients on the idea that their work would be done
with equal commitment by lawyers anywhere in the firm. The firm actively promoted the value of receiving
work from client relationship partners and encouraged client relationship partners to share origination
credit. In fact, most client relationship partners gave minimal credit to others in the firm. Instead of
launching political battles for more origination credits, many lawyers, especially non-equity partners, simply
left the firm. When the firmʼs leadership caught on that there was a trend of non-equity partnersʼ leaving
the firm and then competing at their new firms for clients for whom they had previously received miniscule
origination credit, the firm did an assessment of “at-risk” non-equity partners, created a new bonus pool to
reduce the short-term risk, and instituted more oversight of allocation of origination credits.

If your client team or your firm has experienced a talent drain, do you need to consider whether your
compensation policies or the way in which your compensation policies are applied are the problem? Can
you afford to lose talent who conclude the only way to get origination credit is to make a move?

For thoughtful recommendations on avoiding generational conflict in law firms, read guest contributor
Phyllis Weiss Haserotʼs piece, Bringing the Spirit of GENgagement to Career and Firm Sustainability, on
March 8, 2021.
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